
Tuesday, February 11, 2014 Tepoztlán, Mexico 

  
Robert arrives in time for breakfast. Silence follows right 
behind (though it was here last evening as well). Robert without 
his glasses. Wow. 

Silence very long at lunch and sweeping gently past without 
recognition at tea; Robert and I are in conversation and watch 
it go by like a big beautiful bird. 

We catch up on Elan, Hernán, a bit on C., who lands according to 
Robert, in BA today, on the future of the SSG 
(Where are we?), Robert's Seattle plans for May, etc. 

AT in the ballroom with KT & staff pre-tea, who are the only 
ones here as Intros arrive tomorrow. 

Curt, Lucho, and Colin just drove up with Fernando. 

House of Guitars Tuesday Evening 

Begins slowly sensitively people listening and responding. 
Already the circle (sans Beginners) an organism with life. Three 
movements, the first and second introduced by Robert "When ready 
please begin/ Begin again," but the third, which is largely 
percussive (I even get to play my metal chair) begins after 
silence and spontaneously. (I find out later that the squeaks 
and percussives on the chairs during the quiet between movements 
#2 and #3 are picked up by Robert and Buddies and the 3rd 
Movement begins…) 
  
The second movement has ended with a buzz whizz that builds and 
builds and stops suddenly. Stunning. 
  
I have my eyes closed for much of Movement #1 and #2, but later 
open them to see eyes connecting, heads turning, bodies for the 
most part attentive and open. Listening. 

I think “We are learning to be an Orchestra.” 

And remember the conflagration of guitars in Sant Cugat that 
made Mariana leave the room years ago, 2008 or 2009. I want her 
here to reap this reward. 



At the end of Three Movements a huge Silence and I look over at 
Robert whose face is lit by the two spotlights that aim at the 
white wall and reflect muted light into the room, except where 
he is standing the light is brighter and he (who slept not at 
all on his flight and only two hours yesterday) looks Ancient, 
as in One of the Ancients, like Mr G, Epic and Ageless. 
  
And then he leaves. The group sits and eventually stands, self-
organizing into a perfect snake for the recessional. I step in 
last and ... 

now it is Wednesday. The Beginners arriving all day today.


